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Abstract
The mineral zircon, ZrSiO4,b elongs to a class of promising materials
for geochronometry by means of thermoluminescence (TL) dating. The
development of a reliable and reproducible method for TL dating with zircon
requires detailed knowledge of the processes taking place during exposure to
ionizing radiation, long-term storage, annealing at moderate temperatures and
heating at a constant rate (TL measurements). To understand these processes
one needs a kinetic model of TL. This paper is devoted to the construction of
suchamodel. Thegoalistostudythequalitativebehaviourofthesystemandto
determine the parameters and processes controlling TL phenomena of zircon.
The model considers the following processes: (i) Filling of electron and hole
traps at the excitation stage as a functiono ft h edose rate and the dose for both
(low dose rate) natural and (high dose rate) laboratory irradiation. (ii) Time
dependence of TL fading in samples irradiated under laboratory conditions.
(iii) Short time annealing at a given temperature. (iv) Heating of the irradiated
sampletosimulateTLexperimentsbothafterlaboratoryandnaturalirradiation.
The input parameters of the model, such as the types and concentrations
of the TL centres and the energy distributions of the hole and electron traps,
wereobtainedbyanalysingtheexperimentaldataonfadingoftheTL-emission
spectra of samples from different geological locations. Electron paramagnetic
resonance (EPR) data were used to establish the nature of the TL centres.
Glow curvesand 3D TL emission spectraare simulated and comparedwith the
experimental data on time-dependentTL fading. The saturation and annealing
behaviour of ﬁlled trap concentrations has been considered in the framework
of theproposedkineticmodelandcomparedwith the EPRdata associatedwith
the rare-earth ions Tb3+ and Dy3+,w h i c hplay a crucial role as hole traps and
recombinationcentres.I na d d ition,thebehaviourofsomeof theSiOn−
m centres
has been compared with simulation results.
3 Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed.
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1. Introduction
Ionizing radiation from natural radioactivity produces free charge carriers in non-conducting
solids, which are partly trapped in the crystal lattice at crystal defects and/or impurities.
Luminescence is caused by the stimulation of trapped electrons/holesfrom metastable energy
levels(whichareassociatedwithdefectsandimpurities),andtheirsubsequentrecombinationat
particularionsfollowedbylightemission. Thelatentluminescencebuildsupwiththepassage
of time, since trapped charge carriers accumulate with time. Controlled measurement of the
intensity of the luminescence can be used for dosimetry or dating, i.e. for the determination
of the time elapsed since the luminescence was last drained from the sample. The dating
‘clock’ resetting occurs each time the mineralsin sand, silt or pottery are heated or exposedto
sunlight. This dating technique is now widely used as a chronological tool in geological and
archaeological studies.
Zircon,ZrSiO4,b elongstoa classofminerals,whichexhibitluminescenceafterexposure
to ionizing irradiation. Zircon is a very promising dating medium, because it is found around
the world in many different types of sediment. Zircon has been widely studied because of
several important applications including geochronology and immobilization of radioactive
nuclear waste materials. In the early 1970s investigators established (see, for example, [1–7])
that zircon can be used for TL geochronometry. But later more attention was given to TL of
quartz and optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) dating with quartz and feldspars [8–12]
(see also [13] and references cited therein).
Most zircon crystals contain trace amounts of uranium and thorium, which irradiate
the material internally at dose rates much higher than those from external sources. It is
important for dating purposes that zircon is irradiated internally, whereas quartz is irradiated
by external radiation sources, which depend both on time and on the detailed properties
of the location, and hence cannot be reliably determined. During an internal alpha-decay
event the energetic recoil atom produces a displacement cascade of about 1000 atoms and
the alpha particle produces several hundred isolated atomic displacements. At high radiation
doses zircon becomes heavily damaged, or even sometimes amorphous(metamict), as shown
by diffraction experiments [14, 15]. The main obstacle to the development of a zircon TL
dating methodology is that zircon grains are often inhomogeneousand zoned [16, 17], which
affect their luminescence properties. Zircon grains in sediment deposits vary in colour from
transparent and colourless to pink, blue, violet, very dark and black. The luminescence
properties of the grains reveal enormous variations as well. Any effort to develop a reliable
TL dating method for zircon has to be aimed on improving the homogeneity of the sample.
Extracting zircon grains from the sediment is not sufﬁcient. Special techniques have been
developed to select homogeneous grains of high optical quality [18, 19].
There is another crucial problem. To develop a reliable dating method we need clear
knowledgeabouttheunderlyingphysicalprocessestakingplaceinzirconduringtheexcitation
stage, post-irradiationtreatmentsandTLmeasurements. Experimentally,zircondisplaysaTL
signal with a complicated spectral distribution, as well as a complex temperature dependence
andfadingbehaviour. Itisclearthattounderstandthepeculiaritiesofzirconluminescenceand
to assess the feasibility of zircon for dating one needs a kinetic model of the processes taking
place prior to and during the TL measurements. In a short communication [20] presented at
the 11th International Conference on Radiation Effects in Insulators we have proposed such
am odela nd offeredaset of rate equations in order to describe: (i) the kinetics of ﬁlling of
electron and hole traps duringthe excitation stage, (ii) the behaviourof the trap system during
long-termstorageat ambienttemperaturesor annealingat moderatetemperatures,and(iii) the
TL stage of the dating methodology.Thermoluminescence of zircon 2877
Turkin et al [20] contains only a brief summary of some tentative results related to the
kinetic model of zircon TL. The purpose of this paper is to give a detailed description of the
model,allowingthe readertoreconstructthelogicbehindthemodelandreproducetheresults.
In this paper, we will continue the investigation oft h em odel and simulate real experiments.
In the next section we will introduce and discuss the simulation model. We will describe how
we have chosen the values of the parameters for the numerical calculations. Our simulation
includes: the excitationstage duringnaturaland/orlaboratoryirradiation,the redistributionof
the chargecarriersoverthe availabletraps (time-dependentfading)and the TL measurements.
Glow curves and 3D TL emission spectra are simulated and compared with the experimental
dataforTLfading. Thesaturationandannealingbehaviouroftheconcentrationsofﬁlledtraps
is consideredintheframeworkoftheproposedkineticmodelandcomparedwiththeEPRdata
obtainedforthe naturalzircon,whichhadbeenirradiatedwith a 0.5MeV electronaccelerator.
Ac omprehensiveconsideration of the scenarios associated with the dating methodology,
based on the zircon TL, will be published elsewhere4 [21].
2. The model
2.1. Assumptions of the model
The model is based on the well-known descriptions of thermoluminescence(TL) in materials
(see for example [24–26]). The energy absorbed from the ionizing radiation (external or
internal) creates free electrons and holes in the electronic system of the material, which
participate in the following processes:
• Trapping by luminescent centres (LCs). An impurity ion of a particular type can form a
bound state with a free charge carrier (electron or hole). When the charge carrier of the
opposite sign arrives to this ﬁlled trap, it recombines with the previously trapped charge,
whichresultsintheemissionofaphoton(radiativerecombination). Thepropertyrequired
to emit photons depends on the type of the impurity ion.
• Trapping by non-radiative centres. Free charge carriers can form bound states not only
withLCs,butalsowithothervariousions/molecularions,thenatureofwhichisfrequently
unknown. When the charge carrier of the opposite sign arrives to that ﬁlled trap, it
recombineswith thepreviouslytrappedcharge,butthe releasedenergydissipateswithout
emission of photons (hence, these centres are called non-radiative).
• Mutualrecombination. Freechargecarriersofoppositesignscanrecombineinthematrix
without trapping by LC and non-radiative centres.
• Recombination with defects of opposite charge at trapping centres (both radiative and
non-radiative).
• Thermally activated eviction of electrons and holes from traps. At r a pped electron/hole
formsaboundstatewithatrappingcentre. Thebindingenergyofthisstatedeterminesthe
lifetimeorthedisintegrationprobabilityoftheboundstate. Thedisintegrationprobability
increases with increasing temperature.
• Redistributionof electrons andholes between trapsand LC due to thermal excitationinto
conduction and valence bands. Charge carriers, which are produced in the system due to
thermally activated eviction from ﬁlled traps, can be retrapped by all other empty traps
(i.e. both LCs and non-radiative centres).
4 In as hort communication [22] we have presented the results of a successful application of kinetic modelling to
simulate the processes relevant for dating.2878 AAT u r k i net al
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Figure 1. The band diagram representation of the electronic system of the mineral zircon. All
allowed charge transitions are shown by arrows. Recombination events of electrons with holes
trapped at Dy, Tb and background centres (Bgr) produce photons. Ni is the concentration of
electron traps with energy Eei, i = 1,...,ie. Mk is the concentration of hole traps with energy
Epk, k = 4,...,kp.
To keep in the model a minimum number of hypothesis it is assumed that electron and
hole traps do not interact directly, i.e. there is no direct energy exchange between them. The
traps are distributed randomlyin the lattice without any spatial correlation. They interact only
with free electrons and holes.
The terminology and possible transitions used in the model are shown in ﬁgure 1. The
most important TL activators in zircon are Tb3+ and Dy3+ ions. The relation between the
concentrations of Tb3+ and Dy3+ ions is similar for zircon from different locations and their
values exceed the chondrite concentrations by twoo rt hree orders of magnitude [6]. This
enhanced content of TL activator makes zircona na ttractive mineral for dating. According
to recent EPR investigations on natural zircon, Tb3+ and Dy3+ ions trap radiation-induced
holes [23]
Tb
3+ + hole → Tb
4+, Dy
3+ + hole → Dy
4+. (1)
We call Tb4+ and Dy4+ ions hole-type luminescence centres. In each recombination event of
an electron with a hole trapped by LC there is a certain probability that a photon is emitted
Tb4+ +e l ectron → Tb3+ + photon, Dy4+ +e l ectron → Dy3+ + photon. (2)
In addition to Tb3+ and Dy3+ centres, we have introduced into the model a third type of LC,
whicha re called background centres. Experimentally at low temperatures, a rather broad
distribution of emission wavelengths in the TL spectra is observed in the range 300–500 nm
(ﬁgure 2(a)). We have found that the shape of this broad emission peak depends on the
geologicallocationfromwhichthezirconsamples weretaken, while thepositionandshape of
peaksduetoTb4+ andDy4+ ionsarewelldeﬁned. Weattributethebroademissionpeaktosome
background LCs (Bgr centres). The nature of these centres is uncertain. Various impurities
might be involved, the concentrationsof which may depend on the history of the sample. The
radiative recombination of the holes released fromt h es h a llow traps with electrons trapped at
other centres and vice versa might contribute to this broadband TL-signal. For simplicity we
include in the model only one type of Bgr LC and assume that below that the Bgr centres areThermoluminescence of zircon 2879
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Figure 2. 3D TL emission spectra of a trail ridge sample after one day of fading (a) and glow
curves for different fading times (b).
hole-type luminescence centres with a ﬁxed trap depth. Their behaviour is similar to Tb and
Dy ions.
Bgrn+ + hole → Bgr(n+1)+ Bgr(n+1)+ +e l ectron → Bgrn+ + photon
where n+d enotes a hypothetical charge state of Bgr centres.
We have found that the above mentioned three hole-type radiative centres are sufﬁcient
to describe the fadinge xperiments. The Tb3+ centres are assumed to be deep traps for holes,
while the Dy3+ centres are shallow hole traps. The Bgr centres are shallow traps for holes,
because the TL intensity associated with these centres and the TL signal from Dy4+ disappear
at approximately the same temperature5.
The remaining centres, denoted in ﬁgure 1 by Ni and Mk,a re non-radiative. The non-
radiative centres form two ‘reservoirs’, in which electrons and holes accumulate, depending
on the trap type, by capturing these charge carriers during irradiation( e x c itation stage).
During heating of the sample, luminescence occurs as a result of radiative recombination
of electrons released thermally from occupied non-radiative centres with holes trapped at
luminescence centres. The non-radiative electron traps have a rather wide and continuous
distributionofbindingenergies(trapdepth),otherwiseonewouldobservenarrowglowcurves
corresponding to electron traps with well deﬁned binding energies instead of a broad tail-like
feature (ﬁgure 2(b)). For symmetry reasons we take into account the effects of non-radiative
hole traps distinct from radiative hole traps. As will be shown, shallow non-radiativetrapping
centres play a very signiﬁcant role in the fading behaviour of TL from samples subjected to
(high dose rate) laboratory irradiation.
2.2. Rate equations
The rate equations [20] describing the charge transfers shown schematically in ﬁgure 1 are
similar to the rate equations of bimolecular chemical reactions. The concentrations of free
electrons, which had been exited into the conduction band (nc), free holes in the valence
band (mv),o c c upied non-radiative electron trapping centres (ni) and occupied radiative and
5 In principle, in a simpliﬁed version of the kinetic model the two emissions (due to Dy4+ and Bgr centres) can be
connected with the existence of a single type of trap. However, we decided to include in the model Bgr centres. This
makest he model more ﬂexible, because it contains one more ‘degree of freedom’.2880 AAT u r k i net al
non-radiative hole trapping centres (mk) change with time in accordance with the following
equations
dnc
dt
= K +

i
ν
e
i (T)ni − ANnc

i
(Ni − ni) − Amnc

k
mk − αencmv (3)
dmv
dt
= K +

k
ν
p
k (T)mk − BMmv

k
(Mk − mk) − Bnmv

i
ni − αencmv (4)
dni
dt
= ANnc(Ni − ni) − Bnmvni − νe
i (T)ni (5)
dmk
dt
= BMmv(Mk − mk) − Amncmk − ν
p
k (T)mk. (6)
We do not write down the equations for the LCs separately, because the structure of the
equations for hole traps is the same. Here, the subscript k refers to Tb (k = 1),D y(k = 2),
Bgr (k = 3) and non-radiative centres (k = 4,...,kp).
Typically, during a TL experiment the sample temperature T is increased at a constant
rate
dT
dt
= β. (7)
The nomenclature is similar to the one commonly used in the literature: n and m refer to
electron and holes, respectively. All concentrations are dimensionless and deﬁned per lattice
site. In equations (3)–(7), Ni is the total concentration ofe l ectron traps with energy Eei,
i = 1,...,ie, νe
i = se exp(−Eei/kBT) is the electron detrapping rate, se is the frequency
factorfortrappedelectrons,kB is theBoltzmannconstant, Mk is thetotalconcentrationofhole
traps with energy Epk, k = 1,...,kp (k = 1, 2, 3 are reserved for Dy-, Tb- and Bgr-LCs,
respectively), ν
p
k = sp exp(−Epk/kBT) is the hole detrapping rate, sp is the frequency factor
for trapped holes, nc is the concentration of free electrons, ni is the concentration of traps
occupied by electrons, mv is the concentration of free holes, mk is the concentration of traps
occupied by holes, K is the production rate of electron–holep airs per lattice site (ionization
rate), and β is the heating rate during TL measurements.
Theremainingparametersintheequationsgivenabovearetheratecoefﬁcientsfortrapping
andrecombination. Theratecoefﬁcients(transitionprobabilities)havethefollowingmeaning:
α is the direct recombination of free electron and holes, AN is the electron trapping by empty
electron traps, Am is the electron recombinationwith the hole trapped by hole traps, BM is the
hole trapping by empty p-traps, Bn is the hole recombination with the electron trapped by the
electron non-radiative LC. For simplicity it is assumed that transition probabilities A and B
do not depend on trap numbers i and k.
The physical meaning of the different terms in the set of equations can be explained
conveniently by using the equation (3) for free electrons as an example

i
νe
i (T)ni thermally activated detrapping of electrons from all electron traps
ANnc

i
(Ni − ni) capture of free electrons by unoccupied electron traps
Amnc

k
mk annihilation of free electrons with trapped holes
αencmv mutual recombination of free electrons with free holes.
The intensity of the luminescence is deﬁned here as the rate with which photons appear per
lattice site. When we ignore the internal optical absorption, the intensity is equal to theThermoluminescence of zircon 2881
recombinationrateofelectronswithholestrappedbyLCs, i.e.afractionoftheenergyreleased
in one recombination event is transformed into a photon
ITb(t) = AmncmTb, IDy(t) = AmncmDy, IBgr(t) = AmncmBgr. (8)
In the case of a TL experiment with a constant heating rate, thei n t e n s ity of the
luminescence depends on the time or the temperature (equation (7)). The intensity of the
luminescencecan be analysedin termsof the luminescencespectra of the active species, if the
probability  i(λ) (i = Tb, Dy, Bgr) for LCs to emit light with wavelength λ is known
I(t,λ)= ITb Tb(λ) + IDy Dy(λ) + IBgr Bgr(λ). (9)
Theintegralintensity(totalnumberofphotons)emittedduringtheTLexperimentasafunction
of irradiation dose φ is given by
Itotal(φ) =
 tTL
0
I(t,λ,φ)dt dλ =
 tTL
0
G(t,φ)dt (10)
where tTLis the duration of the TL measurements, I(t,λ,φ)is the spectral distribution of the
TL intensity (9) at a given dose φ,w h i c hi susually plotted in the form of a 3D TL picture.
The glow curve is deﬁned by the function
G(t,φ)=

I(t,λ,φ)dλ. (11)
Because the time and the temperature during TL measurements are related by T = T0 + βt,
G(t,φ) is usually plotted asaf unction of temperature, the acquired dose being a ﬁxed
parameter.
The set of equations are well suited to consider the kinetics of charge transfer between
traps during irradiation and heating. To describe the bleaching processes during exposure to
light (optical bleaching) additional terms can be incorporated into the set of equations. It is
therefore possible, in principle, to simulate OSL during exposure to light by the introduction
of wavelength-dependentexcitation probabilities.
In the next step we will specify the parametersu s e df o rour numerical simulations of the
processes taking place during radiation-inducedexcitation, fading and the TL experiment.
3. Model parameters
The parameters presented in table 1 can be grouped into two categories: the ﬁxed parameters
that were not changed and ﬁtting parameters, such as the concentrations and energies of TL
centres and the energy distributions of the hole and electron traps.
The rate of production of free electrons and holes is deﬁned per lattice site. This rate
under natural conditions depends on the concentrations of radioactive impurities and their
decay rates. In the presentpaperit is assumed thatnaturalirradiationgeneratesapproximately
one electron per second in zircon grains with a diameter of 120 µm, whichc orrespondsto the
ionization rate KNat (table 1). Here, it is also assumed that 2 days of laboratory irradiation
corresponds to the natural dose acquired in about 9.4× 104 years. The time of the laboratory
irradiation indicated in the table 1 corresponds to a real irradiation using a 127Cs γ-source,
with a doser a t eo f2 .57 Gy min−1 and a total dose of 10 kGy [6].
Theratecoefﬁcientsα, AN, Am, BM and Bn fortrappingandrecombinationarefrequently
deﬁned as the product of the carrier thermal velocity and the interaction cross-section of the
trappingcentre(dividedbyatomicvolumeifconcentrationsaredeﬁnedperlatticesite). These2882 AAT u r k i net al
Table 1. Material parameters.
Mean atomic volume of zircon, ω( m−2) 1.05 × 10−29
Electron trapping coefﬁcient, αe (s−1) 2 × 1017
Hole trapping coefﬁcient, αp (s−1) 1 × 1017
Rate coefﬁcients for trapping and recombination AN = Am = αe
BM = Bn = αp
Electron attempt frequency for detrapping, se (s−1) 1014
Hole attempt frequency for detrapping, sp (s−1) 2.5 × 1013
Rate of production of free electron and holes under
natural conditions, KNat (s−1) 1.2 × 10−17
Rate of production of free electron and holes under γ-irradiation
(127Cs γ-source, dose rate 2.57 Gy min−1), Klab (s−1) 2 × 10−10
Rate of production of free electron and holes under e− irradiation
(electron linear accelerator, dose rate 15 kGy min−1), KAcc (s−1) 1.56 × 10−6
Sample age, tNat,y ears 104
Time of laboratory γ-irradiation, tlab (days) 2.7
Time of irradiation in electron linear accelerator, tAcc (min) 15
Temperature of the sample during irradiation and fading, T0 (◦C) 20
Heating rate in TL experiment, β( ◦Cs −1) 2.5
Heating rate from room temperature to annealing temperature, βa (◦Cs −1) 2.0
Concentration of Tb, M1 = MTb (ppm) (ppm = 10−6) 40
Binding energy of a hole trapped at a Tb3+ ion, ETb (eV) 1.9
Concentration of Dy, M2 = MDy (ppm) 80
Binding energy of a hole trapped at a Dy3+ ion, EDy (eV) 1.2
Concentration of background LC, M3 = MBgr (ppm) 90
Binding energy of a hole trapped at a background LC, EBgr (eV) 1.2
coefﬁcients can also be estimated as the rate ofd i f f u s i on-controlled bimolecular reaction.
According to [27], the reaction rate constant αij between species i and j is given by
αij =
4πrij
ω
(Di + Dj) (12)
where Di and Dj are the diffusion coefﬁcients,rij is the distance of closest approachbetween
species i and j and ω is the mean volume per lattice site. Let us estimate, for example, the
rate coefﬁcient An
An =
4πrtrap
ω
De =
4πrtrap
ω
kBT
e
µe (13)
where rtrap is the trapping distance, e is the elementary charge. and µe is the electron
mobility connected with thed iffusion coefﬁcient De by the Einstein relation. The
typical order of magnitude of µe in crystalline semiconductors at room temperature is
10−2–10−1 m2 V−1 s−1 [28]. If we use for rtrap the mean radius of the atoms in zircon
andthe estimate forµe = 10−2 m2 V−1 s−1,w eobtainfrom(13) An = 4.2×1016 s−1 atroom
temperature. For simplicity, similar to other models (developed,for example, forquartz [12]),
theratecoefﬁcientsareassumedtobetemperatureindependent. Thiscanbejustiﬁedbythefact
that the major temperature effects come from thermally activated detrapping described by the
factors νe,p.A saﬁ r s tstep in the developmentof the model the electron trapping coefﬁcients
areassumedtobethesameforall traps(table1). Amoredetaileddescriptionis notpossibleat
present. The hole trappingcoefﬁcient is taken tob es maller thanthat for electronsbecause the
mobility of the holes is usually smaller than the electron mobility. We checked the sensitivity
of the model to changes in αe,p.I t t u r ned out that thes i m u l a tion results (the shape of glowThermoluminescence of zircon 2883
andannealingcurves,as wellasfadingbehaviour)are insensitiveto changesin αe,p byseveral
orders of magnitude, provided that αe,p fulﬁll the conditions
αe

i
Ni   1s −1,α p

k
Mk   1s −1. (14)
The physical reason is that under these conditions the trapping of free charge carriers occur
very quickly (see equations(16) below), thereforethe TL is controlledby the detrappingrates
νe,p.I no ther words, thermally activated detrapping acts as a bottleneck in the TL process.
3.1. Parameters of electron and hole traps
TheconcentrationsoftheTLcentresandtheenergydistributionsoftheholeandelectrontraps
were deduced from experimental data and the corresponding simulation results. The model
parameters were varied systematically to obtain a good ﬁt to the available experimental data.
For parameter selection the emission spectra of Trail Ridge (Florida, USA) samples were
analysed, which had been exposed to γ-irradiation with high dose rate followed by fading
at room temperature (i.e. storage in the dark) [6]. For samples with fading times of less
than four weeks, at low temperatures (100–200 ◦C) the spectra are dominated by two narrow
peaks due to Dy4+ superimposed on an unknown, unresolved emission band; at temperatures
T > 200 ◦C only a six-line Tb3+ signal is present (ﬁgure 2). Since both Dy3+ and Tb3+ are
hole traps and are expected to have similar TL properties, in order to explain the difference in
their luminescent behaviour it is reasonable to assume that:
(i) the atomic concentration of Tb is less than the corresponding value for Dy, which is
conﬁrmedbymeasurementsofthe rare-earthelementconcentrationsusing laser ablation-
inductively coupled plasma-mass spectroscopy [6],
(ii) the bindingenergyof holes with Dy3+ ions is smaller than that for Tb3+,i . e .D y 3+ ions act
as shallow traps for holes (table 1).
DuringTL Dy4+,T b 4+ and Bgr(n+1)+ centressimultaneouslyintercept detrappedelectrons
and give rise to simultaneous Dy3+,T b 3+ and Bgrn+ emissions. However, the contributions
of the different types of luminescence centret ot h eT Ls i gnal depend on the temperature.
At low temperatures (T < 200 ◦C, ﬁgure 2) the Dy4+ centres are thermally stable, and
their concentration is higher than the concentration of the Tb4+ centres, i.e. recombination
of electrons with Dy4+ centres produces a TL signal that is stronger than the one from Tb4+
ions. Additionally, there is a broadband emission from Bgr centres. Because of the relatively
small binding energy between Dy3+ ions and holes, at temperatures T > 170 ◦Ct h eD y 4+
centres decompose thermally by releasing trapped holes, therefore after this they do not
contributeto TL. With increasingtemperature,the Bgr componentof the TL signaldisappears
simultaneously with the TL signal associated with Dy4+.F o r t h is reason we assume that
the trapping energy of Bgr centres is close to that of Dy3+.T here is only one component
that dominates the TL spectrum at elevated temperatures. This component is due to Tb4+
ions (ﬁgure 2), which are thermally stable and can be transformed into Tb3+ ions only by
recombination with electrons released from non-radiative electron traps.
Another important experimental fact is that the well-deﬁned low-temperature TL peak
at T < 200 ◦Cd ecreases during fading at room temperature and it ultimately disappears
completely(ﬁgure 2(b)). This observationcannotbe explainedsimply by the thermaleviction
of holesfrom the active Dy4+ centres, otherwiseafter storage in the darkone wouldobservein
this temperaturerange a high peak associated with recombinationof electrons with Tb4+ ions.
In order to account for the disappearance of low-temperature peaks in the glow curve during
fading (ﬁgure 2(b)), we have to assume that after (high dose rate) laboratory irradiation there2884 AAT u r k i net al
Figure 3. Distribution functions fe(Eei) and fp(Epk) of non-radiative electron and hole traps.
Thep eak around 1 eV controls the fading behaviour, while the shape of the distribution functions
at higher energies inﬂuence the shape of the Tb-emission for T > 200 ◦C.
are a lot of electrons in the system which have been trapped by shallow traps, and which can
be released very easily during heating, giving rise to a high TL intensity at low temperatures
(100–200 ◦C).M a t h e m a t i cally this implies that the energy distribution of the electron traps
has a peak at about 1 eV below the bottom of the conduction band (ﬁgure 3). During storage
in the dark the electrons, which are released from these traps, are detrapped at a very low
rate; they look for deeper traps or recombine with holes, i.e. the amount of ‘fuel’ for low-
temperature TL decreases with time, which is recorded as fading of the low-temperature TL.
Since the fraction of occupied shallow traps is determined by the balance between the ﬁlling
rate (ionizingirradiation)andthermalexcitationrate, oneshouldexpecta verylow occupancy
of the shallow traps during natural irradiation; hence, no low-temperature TL peaks.
Even though the studied zircon samples were optically transparent (not heavily damaged
ormetamict),above200 ◦Ct heemissionfromTb3+ ionsiscontinuousratherthanpeak-shaped
(ﬁgure 2). Such a behaviour indicates that during TLt h eﬁ lled electron traps release electrons
continuously. This implies that the energy distribution of the depths of the electron traps
should be wide. Trapswith a well deﬁnedtrap depth release electronsin a certain temperature
interval, giving rise to a narrow TL peak. The observed continuous emission from Tb3+ ions
can be regarded as a superposition of individual TL peaks. The distribution functions of the
depthsoftheelectronandholetrapsandtheirtotalnumbers,whichwereusedinthe numerical
simulation, ares h o w ni nﬁ gure 3. The shape of the distribution functions was taken in the
form of the sum of two Gaussian distributions, which correspond to the populations of the
shallow traps and the deep ones. These distributions were adjusted to reproduce the glow
curves and the fading behaviour observed experimentally. It does not make sense to consider
trapswithtrapdepthsless than0.75eV,sincethetimeperiodrequiredforthermalexcitationof
theelectrons/holesfromthesetraps,1/νe,p,islessthan0.3satroomtemperature. Simulations
haveshownthattheresultsaremoresensitivetochangesinthedistributionfunctionofelectron
traps than toc h a nges in the distribution function of hole traps.
The emission spectra of the Tb, Dy and Bgr LCs were deduced using the experimental
data on TL fading obtained for Trail Ridge (Florida, USA) samples and using the spectral
distributions of the relevantT Lc omponents given by Iacconi and Caruba [29]. Figures 4(a)
and (b) show the emission spectra for the sample after one day of fading. These spectra were
approximatedbyanalyticalexpressions(ﬁgures4(c)and (d))and then used in the calculations
of 3D TL emission spectra. The low-temperature spectrum has been decomposed into aThermoluminescence of zircon 2885
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Figure 4. TL spectra of Dy, Bgr and Tb luminescence centres. (a), (b) Experimental TL
spectra extracted from ﬁgure 2 and averaged over temperature intervals indicated in the ﬁgure.
(c), (d) TL spectra used in our calculations. The dotted curve in (c) shows the sum of
 Bgr(λ) +  Dy(λ) +0 .5 Tb(λ).
Dy spectrumand aB g rc ontribution. The spectra shown in ﬁgures4(c) and (d) are normalized
to unity, i.e. they represent the corresponding probabilities  (λ)dλ to emit photons with
wavelengths in the interval λ, λ +dλ.
4. Results of numerical simulations
4.1. Method
The energydistributionsof the hole and electront raps, presentedin ﬁgure 3, were replaced by
groups of discrete energy levels. The number of traps within a group depends on the spacing
between levels  Ee,  Epand the distribution functions, the trap depths of the electron and
the hole traps
Ni = fe(Eei) Ee, Mk = fp(Epk) Ep. (15)
For the spacing between the levels we have used  Ee = 0.018 eV and  Ep= 0.02 eV.
As m a l ls p acing between successive energylevelsguaranteesthat glow peaks due to electrons
coming from different traps to recombine with a hole trapped at a LC will overlap, producing
smooth glow curves, just as observed experimentally. The total number of coupled equations
solved simultaneously is 193.2886 AAT u r k i net al
Inspectionofthekineticequationsshowsthatthetimescalesoftheconcentrationvariations
differenormously. Theconcentrationsofthefreechargecarrierschangeveryrapidlywithtime
and they adjust quicklyto the currentconcentrationsof the traps. When the system is far from
saturation (Ni   ni and Mk   mk)t h etimescales of the variations of nc and mv are given by
τe =

αe

i
Ni
−1
≈ 5 × 10−15 s,τ p =

αp

k
Mk
−1
≈ 1 × 10−14 s. (16)
The timescales of the variations of the concentrations of the occupied traps, 1/νe
i and
1/ν
p
k ,d e p end on the trap energy and the temperature. Consequently, they change in a wide
range, from small fractions of a second to many hundred years. Mathematically this means
that ourset of equationsis stiff. Stiffness occursin a problemwhenthere are two ormorevery
different scales of the independent variable on which the dependent variables are changing.
The general problem of stiff equations is that we are required to follow the variation in the
solution on the shortest timescale to maintaint he stability of the integration, even though
accuracy requirementsallow a much larger stepsize. Several methods have been developedto
treat such systems [31–33]. The method used in this paper to solve the initial value problem
foroursetofordinarydifferentialequationsisan implicitRunge–Kuttamethodoftheorderof
ﬁvewithanadaptivestepsize[33]. Inadditiontoanintrinsicerrorcontrolofthealgorithm,the
accuracy of the calculations is controlled by checking the charge neutrality, which is deﬁned
as the relative error in the determination of the total charge of the system:
Qrel =

i
ni + nc −

k
mk − mv

i
ni + nc
−1
. (17)
The total charge of the system must be equal to zero. Throughout all simulations presented
below, the valueof Qrel was always severalordersof magnitudesmaller thanthe relativeerror
tolerance of the algorithm, which was preset to 10−7.
4.2. Natural irradiation with low dose rate
4.2.1. Kineticsofchargeseparation. Inthissectionwewillpresenttheresultsofsimulations
ofnaturalroom-temperatureirradiationexperimentsofasample‘characterized’bythematerial
parameters given in table 1.
Figure5(a)showsthekineticsofthechargeaccumulationinnon-radiativetraps. Itisseen
thattheshallowtraps(withtrapdepthsless than1.3eV)saturateveryearly. Theircontribution
to distribution functions is small( ﬁ gure 5(b)). The time dependence of the concentrations of
the active Tb4+ and Dy4+ centres is shown in ﬁgure 6. Because of the small trap depth, the
population of the Dy4+ luminescence centres saturates after ten years of natural irradiation.
Only a very small fraction, less than 10−5,o fa l lD y 3+ ions is occupied by holes. Since the
trap energy for the Bgr LC is the same as for Dy3+ ions (table 1), the occupancy of the Bgr
centresisthesameasforDy4+ centres. Duringnaturalirradiationtheconcentrationsofthefree
electrons and holes are extremely small, less than 10−20 ppm, because free defects, generated
by irradiation, are trapped very rapidly by the available electron and hole traps.
4.2.2. Simulation of TL experiments after natural irradiation (natural TL). Here we present
the results of a simulated TL experiment with a sample prepared as described in the previous
section. The sample was heated at a constant heating rate β from 20 to 500 ◦C. It was found
that at temperaturesbelow 100 ◦Ca l lp r ocesses in the trap system are very slow. As expected,
the concentrations of ﬁlled traps of both types decrease with time (or with temperature, since
T = T0 + βt), whereas the concentration of free carriers increases (ﬁgure 7). There is a smallThermoluminescence of zircon 2887
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Figure 5. Thek inetics of the charge accumulation in non-radiative traps in the case of natural
irradiation. The upper panel shows the time dependence of the occupied fraction of non-radiative
traps. The lower panel shows the distribution functions of the non-radiative electron (left) and hole
(right) traps.
increase in the occupancy of Tb luminescence centres at about 300 ◦C due to a redistribution
of the holes between traps with different trap depths.
Figure 8 shows the glow curves and the total TL intensity as a function of the age of the
sample. Notethedeviationfromthelinearbehaviourforlowdosesintheplotshowingthedose
dependence of total intensity (ﬁgure 8(b)). According to ﬁgure 8(c) some traps may capture
electrons, which are evicted thermally from other traps. However, the temporary increase in
the occupancy of these traps does not inﬂuence the shape of glow curves. As will be seen in
the next section, the redistribution of the electrons and holes over the available traps plays a
moreimportantrole duringfadingandTL measurementsafter laboratoryirradiationwith high
dose rates.
4.3. Laboratory irradiation
In order to compare the simulated results for laboratory irradiation with those obtained
for natural irradiation, the same material parameters were used to simulate the laboratory2888 AAT u r k i net al
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Figure 6. Fraction of Tb and Dy atoms with trapped electrons (active LC).
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Figure 7. Dependence of the concentrations of the ﬁlled traps (left) and free charge carriers (right)
on temperature during TL measurements.
irradiation for 2.7 days at room temperature. The dose rate of the laboratory irradiation
is a factor of 107 higher than during natural irradiation (table 1). Therefore, as can be
expected, the detailed balance in the trap system shifts towards higher occupancies of the
shallow traps (compare the shape of distribution functions shown in ﬁgures 5(b) and 9). The
distribution function for the occupied electron traps exhibits a peak, which will contribute to
the luminescence between 100 and 200 ◦C during the simulated TL experiment. The model
calculations have shown that the accumulation oft he occupied traps is approximately linear
with time, i.e. the system is far from saturation for the chosen set of parameters. The fractions
of the Dy, Tb and Bgr centres, which are occupied by holes, are the same.
After the simulation of the laboratoryirradiation the fading processwas simulated during
ap eriod of 1000 days. A considerable redistribution of electrons and holes between the traps
is observed (ﬁgure 10). It is seen that electrons and holes are released from shallow traps and
captured by deeper traps. As a result the concentrationsof the active LC change dramatically,Thermoluminescence of zircon 2889
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Figure 8. Simulation of a TL experiment after natural irradiation. (a) Glow curves of samples of
different ages. (b) Total intensity of the TL signala saf unction of irradiation dose (sample age).
Them aximum dose corresponds to 104 years. (c) Kinetics of the release of electrons from the
population of non-radiative electron traps. Each curve represents the temperature dependence of
the concentration of the ﬁlled traps with a ﬁxed trap depth. The spacing between corresponding
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especially after prolonged fading (ﬁgure 10). The concentration of the Tb4+ centres increases
at the expense of the holes released from shallow traps, while the Dy4+ centres decompose
thermally.
5. Comparison of model predictions with experimental data
5.1. Simulation of TL experiments after fading
In this section the results of simulationsof TL experimentsafter the laboratoryirradiation and
fading are presented. A considerable redistribution of electrons and holes over the available
trapstakesplace,resultingindrasticchangesintheconcentrationsoftheactiveLCs. According
to ﬁgure 11 the concentration of the Tb4+ centres increases at the expense of the shallow non-
radiative traps, the Dy4+ and the Bgr centres.
At h e r m a lgeneration of free electrons and holes is observed in the system during heating
at temperatures higher than 100 ◦C( ﬁ gure 12(a)). This leads to the appearance of a strong2890 AAT u r k i net al
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Figure 9. Distribution functions of non-radiative electron (left) and hole (right) traps, produced
during laboratory irradiation.
luminescencepeak(ﬁgure12(b)),despitethedecreaseintheconcentrationsoftheDy4+ centres
and Bgr LCs.
Letuscomparethe simulatedresultswith realexperimentaldata onTL fadingofthe Trail
Ridge samples [6]. Figure 13(a) shows the simulated 3D emission spectra of the laboratory
irradiated sample after one day of fading, which have been constructed using the emission
probability functions  i(λ) plotted in ﬁgure 4. The simulated glow curves are presented in
ﬁgure 13(b). One can notice that ﬁgure 13 is very similar to ﬁgure 2 depicting experimental
data. The time dependenceof the fading of the TL signal is plotted in ﬁgure 14. It is seen that
the simulated behaviour of zircon agrees quite well with the experimental data, especially in
view of the uncertainty of the material parameters.
5.2. Kinetics of trapping centres in zircon after electron irradiation
Thekineticmodeldescribedabovehasalsobeentestedforvariousproductionratesofelectrons
andholes,andduringannealingatseveralﬁxedtemperatures. Forthedevelopmentofareliable
datingmethodweneedinformationaboutthesaturationbehaviourofthetrapconcentrationsas
af unctionof the irradiationdose. A typicalnaturalzircon crystalcollectsan internalradiation
dose from the U and Th series elements of about 10 kGy during a time period longer than
104 years. Therefore, it is interesting to know at what dose saturation occurs. In [23] the
EPR resultsonzircon, whichhadbeenirradiatedto variousdoseswith anelectronaccelerator,
havebeenpresented. Figure15showsthenumericallycalculateddosedependenceoftheTb4+
concentration in zircon together with the intensity of the Tb4+ EPR lines. It is seen that the
saturation of the Tb4+ concentration starts at a dose of about 100–150 kGy. The solid line
represents the numerically calculated dose dependence of the Tb4+ concentration in zircon.
The maximum number of ﬁlled Tb traps was found to be about 55–60% of the total number
of available Tb impurities.
In [23] a series of the annealing experiments for some of the paramagnetic centres have
been carriedout at differenttemperatures. Them odel describedabovewas used to explaintheThermoluminescence of zircon 2891
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Figure 10. Redistribution of charge carriers over the traps during fading. The upper panel shows
the distribution functions of non-radiative electron (left) and hole (right) traps, observed after
laboratory irradiation followed by fading. Note the decrease in the fraction of occupied shallow
traps. The lower panel shows the dependence of the ﬁlled trap concentrations on the fading time.
experimentallyobservedannealing behaviourof the SiO
3−
2 ,S i O
3−
2 (II) centres and of the Dy4+
centre. The simulation of annealing experiment included the following steps:
(1) irradiation of the sample with a production rate of KAcc (see table 1) for 15 min,
(2) fading for 3 h at room temperature to imitate the real situation when some time interval
exists between the irradiation of the sample and the measurements,
(3) heating of the sample from room temperature tot h ea nnealing temperature at a rate βa,
(4) annealing for 30 min at a ﬁxed temperature.2892 AAT u r k i net al
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The SiO
3−
2 centres were found to be the least stable ones of the paramagnetic class of
radiation-induceddefects[23]. Inﬁgure16weshowthetimedependenceoftheEPRintensity
of theS i O
3−
2 centres during annealing at 70 and 80 ◦C. The model calculations for the time
dependence of the concentration of hole traps with Ep = 1.12 eV yield a good ﬁt to the EPR
data for the SiO
3−
2 centres (ﬁgure 16).
TheannealingbehaviourofSiO
3−
2 centrescannotbedescribedbyasimpleexponentiallaw,
whichisassociatedwithonesingle,well-deﬁnedshallowtrap. Thismeansthatdifferentcentres
are involvedin the annealingprocesses or differenttypes of paramagneticdefect contribute to
the EPR intensity in the temperature interval of the annealing experiment. As we have shown
inprevioussections,ourinterpretationisthattheevolutionofdistributionsofelectronandholeThermoluminescence of zircon 2893
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Figure 13. Simulated 3DTLspectra fortheTrailRidge(Florida, USA)samples[6]after laboratory
irradiation followed by one day of fading (a) and glow curves for different fading times (b). The
data were normalized to corresponding maximumi ntensities after one day of fading.
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Figure 14. Decrease in the total TL signal as a function ofst ora getime in darkness after laboratory
irradiation. Comparison of the simulated results with the experimental data. The data were
normalized to the maximum intensity after one day of fading.
traps is strongly coupled and the excitation of electron–hole pairs, trapping of free electrons
and holes, redistribution of electrons and holes over the available traps, thermal excitation,
subsequent retrapping and recombination processes, occur simultaneously.
The SiO
3−
2 (II) centres are more stable than the SiO
3−
2 centres [23]. Figure 17 depicts the
dependence of the EPR intensity associated with the SiO
3−
2 (II) centre versus the annealing
time for different temperatures. The dependence is similar to that observed for the SiO
3−
2
centre, however,it is quite clear that the SiO
3−
2 (II) centre is more stable than the SiO
3−
2 centre.
The simulations show that an activation energy(i.e. a trap depth) of 1.52 eV can be associated
with the hole-type SiO
3−
2 (II) centre.
Figure18showstheresultsofasimulationoftheannealingkineticsofDy4+ luminescence
centres (EDy = 1.2e V, table 1) together with the corresponding intensities of the EPR
signal observed for the Dy3+ centre. It is seen that the simulation results agree with the
experimentaldata. Once more it shouldbe emphasizedthat the annealingcurvesrepresentthe2894 AAT u r k i net al
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Figure 16. The dependence of the intensity of the SiO3−
2 EPR line, which is proportional to
the concentration, versus the annealing time. The symbols show the experimental EPR intensity
observed after annealing at different temperatures. The curves correspond to the simulated results
for the concentration of the ﬁlled hole traps after annealing, using a ﬁtted trap depth E = 1.12 eV.
behaviour of the trap system of zircon as a whole, rather than detrapping of holes from traps
of single type. One can hardly expect to observe a simple exponential annealing behaviour
for a system containing a broad distribution oft r a pd e p t h s . In fact the annealing curves
representthefullhistoryofthesampleincludingexcitationstage,fadingandtransientprocesses
between differenttypes of treatments. To illustrate this we present the time dependenceof the
concentration of different ﬁlled electron and hole traps (ﬁgure 19). Each curve corresponds
to a trap with a ﬁxed energy. It can be seen that some traps decompose thermally while the
concentrations of other ones increase due to retrapping.Thermoluminescence of zircon 2895
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Figure 17. The dependence of the intensity of the SiO3−
2 (II) EPR line, which is proportional to
the concentration, versus the annealing time. The symbols show the experimental EPR intensity.
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Figure 18. The dependence of the dysprosium concentration (the symbols indicate the intensity
I = I EPR
max − I EPR of the Dy3+ EPR lines) versus the annealing time. The curves correspond to
the simulated results for Dy4+ LCs, using a trap depth E = 1.2e V .
It shouldbenotedthat the modelparametersusedhere to explainthe annealingresultsare
the same as those used to describe TL fading. This is surprising and, at the same time, very
encouraging. It demonstrates the potential advantages of these simulation studies, because
with them odel we are able to reproduce very different aspects of the behaviour of complex
defect systems such as natural zircon. From a practical point of view this implies that the
model might play an important role in the dating methodology for the TL medium zircon.2896 AAT u r k i net al
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Figure 19. Simulation of the annealing process during 103 min. The sample was irradiated with
dose rate KAcc during 15 min. Each curve represents the concentration of the ﬁlled traps with a
ﬁxed trap depth. All concentrations are normalized to their initial values. The energy distances
between successive trap levels are  Ee = 0.018 eV and  Ep = 0.02 eV, for electron and hole
traps, respectively.
6. Conclusions
• As i m u l a tion model has been formulated to describe the processes related to TL of
zircon including the excitation stage due to ionizing radiation, fading, annealing and
TL measurements.
• As et ofmaterialparametershasbeenselectedandadjustedtoreproducetheexperimental
glowcurvesandthe3DTLemissionspectraafterlaboratoryirradiationfollowedbyfading
foruptotwoyears. Thesamesethasalsobeenusedsuccessfullytodescribethesaturation
and annealing behaviour of ﬁlled trap concentrations investigated by the EPR method.
• The model requires high concentrations of shallow electron and hole traps to explain the
intense TL peaks due to Dy4+ after laboratory irradiation. Another importantassumption
of the model is that Dy3+ ions act as shallow traps for holes, whereas Tb3+ ions are deep
hole traps.
• As i gniﬁcant redistribution of electrons and holes is observed in the trap system during
storagein the darkafter laboratoryirradiation,as wellas duringannealingandduringTL.
• Since the model proved to reproduce realistically very different aspects of the behaviour
of a complex defect system such as natural zircon, the model can be used to design the
optimum scenarios for TL dating with this mineral.
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